
Time to enhance your automations  
with AI-powered RPA

One of the ways to enhance your automations with 
UiPath AI skills is to combine these four solutions:

Benefits 

Robotic process automation (RPA) unveils generous 
opportunities for business growth and increased 
productivity, and its potential grows exponentially when 
paired with artificial intelligence (AI).

Feasibility of automations extends as robots are able to 
make smart decisions powered by their intelligent skills. 

To seamlessly pair RPA and AI, you will need the robust 
ecosystem designed to take care of the most challenging 
processes for automation.


Accelerate productivity 
rates

Spend less time and costs 
on operational activities

Improve customer 
experience 

Save your employees 
from mundane tasks

Powered by AI, RPA can 
undertake even more complex 
and cognitive processes that are 
difficult to automate without 
advanced intelligent skills




AI Fabric

Easily deploy your own AI skills, pre-trained AI 
skills developed by UiPath or our AI technology 
partners. Drag and drop them right into an RPA 
workflow via UiPath Studio. Monitor and manage 
your AI skills, constantly train and improve them 
using the human validated data. 

Document Understanding

Combine RPA and AI to teach your robots 
interpret and act upon documents with UiPath 
Document Understanding. Ensure end-to-end 
processing of a wide range of documents 
including those with varying layouts, 
handwriting, checkboxes, high volume, or poor 
quality of a scan. 



AI Computer Vision

Empower your automations for use in dynamic 
interfaces and virtual desktop infrastructure 
environments. AI Computer Vision lessens the need 
for technical selectors and improves the reliability 
and resilience of automations when faced with 
small user interface changes or software upgrades.

Action Center


Automate advanced processes through seamless 
Human-Robot collaboration. Robots power 
through the work that they do best and Action 
Center keeps humans in the loop to manage 
exceptions, issue approvals, and process 
escalations. You can monitor and manage 
automated processes from a centralized portal. 

How does it work?

Drag and drop AI skills into 
end-to-end automation 

workflows

Build
Monitor and manage 

your automations and 

machine learning (ML) models

Maintain

Sign up for the Enterprise Cloud trial to leverage AI Fabric, 
Document Understanding, AI Computer Vision, and Action Center 
for your business challenges 

https://www.uipath.com/start-trial

For more details, please visit us at: 

https://www.uipath.com/product/ai-rpa-capabilities

Find out how AI can bring 

your RPA automations 

to a whole new level

Engage human validation and 
retrain models to ensure the 

highest accuracy

Improve


